YOU MAY HAVE NOTICED THAT THIS MENU IS MORE LIMITED THAN USUAL...
We now have to reduce the number of chefs that are in the kitchen, so some of our dishes are temporarily off the menu. We are revisiting this regularly and as soon as we can safely do so, we will be increasing our offering.

**NIBBLES**

- MARINATED BOSCAiola OLIVES (V) (GF) - £3.25
- SOURDOUGH BREAD (V) - £3.50 with lightly salted butter

**STARTERS**

- PAN-FRIED KING PRAWNS (V) - £8.50 in a tomato, garlic and chilli sauce with toasted rustic bread
- MUSHROOMS ON TOAST (V) (GF) - £6.00 wild and field mushrooms with garlic and cream on toasted rustic bread
- PEANUT & SESAME DUCK SATAY (V) - £8.50 with wild & jasmine rice, pickled vegetables and toasted sesame seeds

**MAINs**

- MALAYAN CHICKEN (V) - £14.50 chargrilled chicken breast in a coconut, chilli & lime sauce with parsnip, red onion, coriander and sour cream
- ROASTED RUMP OF LAMB - £16.50 with a moroccan-spiced aubergine and chickpea tagine, sweet couscous, mint yoghurt, toasted almonds and a spiced red onion fritter
- ALBERT'S FISH & CHIPS - £14.00 sustainably sourced batterd peddled cod fillet with proper mushy peas and homemade tartare sauce - you’ll love it like bread & butter, just ask
- HABOUS & KIRKING PRAWN RISOTTO - £15.00 chilli and cumin roasted butternut squash and roasted red peppers with lemony harrissa, feta and halloumi grilled with honey & sesame seeds
- HARissa KING PRAWN SALAD - £14.00 with lemon & mint bulgur wheat, sugar-snaps, garden peas and a chive sour cream
- ROAST BUTTERNUT SQUASH SALAD - £12.00 with chilli and cumin
- HERB BUTTERED NEW POTATOES (V) - £11.00
- FRENCH BEANS (V) - £7.00 with shallot and mint butter
- AVOCADO & TOMATO SALAD (V) - £6.50

**DESSERTS**

- CHOCOLATE VOLCANO (V) - £6.50 warm chocolate puddling with a gooey chocolate fondant centre served with longdrige farm’s honeycomb ice cream
- STICKY TOFFEE PUDDING (V) - £6.50 with butterscotch sauce, toasted pecan and longdrige farm’s vanilla ice cream - GLUTEN FREE OPTION AVAILABLE (V)
- PASSION FRUIT ETON MESS (V) (GF) - £6.50 with mango coulis, fresh passion fruit & kei, coconut cream meringue and macadamia nuts
- DARK CHOCOLATE & CLEMENtINE TORTE (V) - £7.50 served with vegan vanilla ice cream
- KIDS ICE CREAM SUNDAE - £2.50 raspberry ripple ice cream with chunky chocolate cake pieces and savoury cream

**PIZZAS**

- PULLED CHILLI CHICKEN - £11.00 with sticky plum sauce, spring onions, fresh coriander and chilli
- BUTTERNUT SQUASH, SHALLOT & HUMUS (V) - £12.00 chilli & cumin butternut squash, roasted shallots and chickpeas with lemony hummus, spinach, coriander and toasted pine nuts (no cheese) (+£1.00)

**SUNDAY MENU**

** MAINs**

- FISH & CHIPS - £7.50 lightly battered cod fingers with thin cut chips and mushy or garden peas
- CHARGilled CHICKEn - £7.50 with new potatoes, garden peas and gravy
- KIDS PIZZA - £7.00 choose from either margherita or pepperoni
- LITTLE BEFLE DINNER - £7.50 with yorkshire pudd, mash, roast potatoes, veg and gravy (available every sunday)

**DESSERT**

- KIDS ICE CREAM SUNDAE - £2.50 raspberry ripple ice cream with chunky chocolate cake pieces and savoury cream

**KIDS MENU**

**Mains**

- FISH & CHIPS - £7.50 lightly battered cod fingers with thin cut chips and mushy or garden peas
- CHARGilled CHICKEn - £7.50 with new potatoes, garden peas and gravy
- KIDS PIZZA - £7.00 choose from either margherita or pepperoni
- LITTLE BEFLE DINNER - £7.50 with yorkshire pudd, mash, roast potatoes, veg and gravy (available every sunday)

**DESSERT**

- KIDS ICE CREAM SUNDAE - £2.50 raspberry ripple ice cream with chunky chocolate cake pieces and savoury cream

**COCKTAILS**

- PORNSTAR MARTINI - £8.50 everyone’s guilty pleasure, vanilla vodka, pineapples juice, passion fruit, lucer and orange with a side shot of prosecco for the fizzy finish
- ORANGE SPICED MOJITO - £8.50 basil, lime, sourdough rum, triple sec muddled with orange, lime and mint and topped with fiery ginger beer
- ESPRESSo MARTINI - £8.00 vanilla vodka, kahula and vanilla syrup are mixed with espresso to create this perfect start to the night or late night pick me up
- ALBERT’S MARTINI - £7.50 white rail raspberry gin, creme de noisette, blackberries, pineapple juice and vanilla syrup
- APEROL SPRITZ - £8.00

**DRAUGHT BEER**

- BOOTLEG - £4.90 american pale ale, 4.5%
- ALBERT’S BREW - £4.50 but tressed heavily carved bear
- PERONI - £6.00 lager, 5.0%
- CARLSBERG - £4.40 lager, 5.3%
- GUEST ALE - £5.50 stout, 4.1%

**DRAUGHT CIDER**

- SOMERSBY - £4.40 dry, 4.5%
- OLD MOUT - £5.30 barrels & berries - draught fruit cider, 4.0%
- MAGNERS - £5.00 4.5%

**BOTTLED CIDER**

- CURIOUS APPLE - £5.00 this is a luxuriously tart apple juice cider, gently carbonated and very refreshing, 5.2%
- OLD MOUT - £5.60 pear, apple & kiwi & lime, 4.0%

**TIPPING POLICY**

If you are kind enough to leave a tip please be assured that 100% goes to albert’s worsley team members, all tip income is available on request.
**WHITE WINE**

**DRY & CRISP**

- VURA, CASTILLO DE PIEDRA **SPAIN**
  - 4.90 / 6.50 / 19.00
- PINOT GRIGIO, SANVIGNO **ITALY**
  - 5.15 / 6.85 / 20.00
- SAUVIGNON BLANC, CLOUDY BAY **NEW ZEALAND**
  - 6.40 / 8.50 / 25.00
- GAVI LA LANCELLOTTA, PIEMONTE **ITALY**
  - 25.00
- MELON DE BANDAS, PIÉRE BANDAS **FRANCE**
  - 27.00 (medium dry)
- CHARELIS, PAUL DELOUX **FRANCE**
  - 36.00
- SAUVIGNON BLANC, CLOUDY BAY **NEW ZEALAND**
  - 58.00

**FRUITY & AROMATIC**

- VERMENTINO, COMISOIR, CASTILLO DE PIEDRA **SPAIN**
  - 5.75 / 7.65 / 22.50 (medium dry)
- PICPOT DE PINET, RÉSERVE MIROU **FRANCE**
  - 23.50
- ALBARINO, VILA NOVA **PORTUGAL**
  - 25.50
- STRANGE BRU, FERNIAO PIRES **PORTUGAL**
  - 28.00
- CHENIN BLANC, CULLINAN VIEW **SOUTH AFRICA**
  - 20.00
- CHARDONNAY RESERVE, MOUNTBRIDGE **AUSTRALIA**
  - 6.15 / 8.15 / 24.00
- SEMILLON/VIOGNIER, GOLDEN MULLET **AUSTRALIA**
  - 40.00
- POUILLY-FUISSE, GRANDE RESERVE, MAILLETTES
  - 60.00
- DITCH DISCOVERIES
  - include the highlighted wines as ‘ditch discoveries’, which come highly recommended. We work very closely with hangdrift, an award-winning raspay ranch handkrafted wine merchant, together we are striving to find you the very best individual and hand-crafted wines

**DITCH DISCOVERIES**

**RICH & COMPLEX**

- SHIRAZ, SOLDIERS BLOCK **AUSTRAILIA**
  - 5.65 / 7.50 / 22.00
- ZINFANDEL, CLINE **USA**
  - 26.00 (classic car 2011, rie, luscious fruit, big and bold, a juicy red that doesn’t disappoint)
- MALBARC, PABLO Y WALTER **ARGENTINA**
  - 7.15 / 9.50 / 28.00
- WEBBIOLO, FOGON** **ARGENTINA**
  - 45.00 (barco’s aussie cousin, shares many similarities but has its own unique identity, dramatic and pronounced, near the quay/old alpha box & dice whose plan is to craft a wine for every letter of the alphabet, best enjoyed with mixed, classy dinner parties)
- AMARONE DELLA VALPOLICELLA, PRÀ **ITALY**
  - 79.00 (an archtype of unusual grace and purity from the celebrated graziolo pré – a sublime wine)

**ROSE WINE**

- PINK & DELICIOUS
  - WHITE ZINFANDEL, LAVENDER HILL **USA**
    - 5.00 / 6.65 / 19.50
  - PINOT GRIGIO ROSE, MIRABELLO **ITALY**
    - 5.15 / 6.85 / 20.00
  - DITCH DISCOVERIES
  - include an officially classified style of rosato – well known in wines of fruity frivolity

**CLASSIC CHAMPAGNE**

- MODERN & VIBRANT
  - PROSECCO, VIGNANA **ITALY**
    - 5.10 / 27.50
  - SPARKLING ROSE, DOLCE COLLE **ITALY**
    - 5.50 / 30.00
  - ZAPUTING’ PROSECCO, ALPHABET BOX & DICE **ITALY**
    - 31.00
- CHAMPAGNE & SPARKLING
  - PROSECCO, VIGNANA **ITALY**
    - 5.10 / 27.50
  - SPARKLING ROSE, DOLCE COLLE **ITALY**
    - 5.50 / 30.00

**CLASSIC CHAMPAGNE**

- MODERN & VIBRANT
  - PROSECCO, VIGNANA **ITALY**
    - 5.10 / 27.50
  - SPARKLING ROSE, DOLCE COLLE **ITALY**
    - 5.50 / 30.00

**ROSE WINE**

- WHITE WINE
  - LOUTS DORNIER ET Fils BRUT **FRANCE**
    - 8.85 / 50.00
  - LOUTS DORNIER ET Fils BRUT ROSE **FRANCE**
    - 55.00
  - LAURENT PERRIER LA CUVEE BRUT **FRANCE**
    - 66.00
  - VEUVE CLICQUOT YELLOW LABEL **FRANCE**
    - 74.00
  - LAURENT PERRIER CUVEE ROSE BRUT **FRANCE**
    - 98.00
  - DOM PERIGNON **FRANCE**
    - 220.00

**BOTTLED BEER**

- IPA
  - BREWDOG PUNK **5.6%**
    - 5.60
  - GOOSE ISLAND **5.2%**
    - 5.40
  - CURIOUS BREW **5.2%**
    - 5.20
  - LAGUNITAS **6.2%**
    - 5.90
- PALE ALE
  - ADNAMS MOSAIC **4.1%**
    - 4.80
- BELGIAN BEER
  - LEFFE BLONDE **8.6%**
    - 5.00
- LAGER
  - MODELO ESPECIAL **4.4%**
    - 4.50
  - BROOKLYN **5.2%**
    - 5.30
  - HEINEKEN **5.0%**
    - 4.00
  - BUDWEISER **4.8%**
    - 4.10
  - BUD LIGHT **3.5%**
    - 3.40
  - ASAHI **5.2%**
    - 4.50
  - PERONI **5.1%**
    - 4.50
  - PERONI GLUTEN FREE **5.2%**
    - 4.50
  - ESTRELLA DAMM **4.6%**
    - 4.50
  - SOL **4.5%**
    - 4.10
  - HELLER **4.5%**
    - 5.00
  - BECKS **4.8%**
    - 3.40

**ALCOHOL FREE**

- ALCOHOL FREE BEER
  - BROOKLYN **0.0%**
    - 4.10
  - PERONI LIBERA **0.0%**
    - 4.70
  - HEINEKEN **0.0%**
    - 3.30
  - SMASHED HOPS LAGER **0.0%**
    - 4.20
  - ALCOHOL FREE CIDER
    - SMASHED HOPS CIDER **0.0%**
      - 4.20
    - OLD MOUT **0.0%**
      - 4.50

**SOFT DRINKS**

- FROSHIERS
  - apple & raspberry / apple & mango / orange & passion fruit
  - 3.00
- FENTIMANS BOTANICALLY BREWED BEVERAGES
  - ginger beer / sparkling elderflower
  - 4.20
- FENTIMANS MIXERS
  - 2.20
  - tonic / orange tonic / cola / grapefruit tonic / mediterranean orange tonic / herbal tonic / ginger ale / ginger beer
- APPLETEER
  - 2.80
- BOTTLED COKE
  - 3.00
- BOTTLED DIET COKE
  - 2.60
- RED BULL
  - 3.80
- RED BULL SUGARFREE
  - 3.60

**ALCOHOL FREE WINE**

- SPARKLING WINE
  - CORDONÍN’ ZERO **18.00**
  - WHITE WINE
    - NATUREO MUSCAT, TORRES **20.00**
    - ROSE WINE
    - NATUREO ROSADO, TORRES **20.00**
    - RED WINE
    - NATUREO SYRAH, TORRES **20.00**